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China Insight: Property Sector Set To Be Shaken If Pre-sales Are Restricted
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11-12
Guangdong government has formulated an opinion on the amendments to
the pre-sale system of residential housing.

FX Seasonal p13-15
How does the Dollar generally tend to fare in the run-up to year-end?
Further, are there any G10s that seem to perform particularly well/badly
through Q4?

Schatz Yield – Awaits A Break Over -0.473 Targeting -0.436/-0.397
- by Ed Blake, p17
Watch for the yield to clear -0.473 and target a projection at -0.436, then
19-month channel resistance at -0.397. Place a protective stop under -
0.610.

EUR/JPY – Strengthens Over 124.91/124.63 Double Bottom
- by Andy Dowdell, p18

Look to buy for a re-test of 137.50. Place stop below 130.10/129.98.

Gold – Poised To Resume The Broader Downtrend – by Ed Blake, p19
Sell into any near-term rallies as we await a downtrend resumption
targeting 1160 then 1122. Place a stop above recent range resistance at
1214.
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Inside this week’s edition…

Know the Flows: Central Banks And European Politics Keep Investors On 
Edge In Late September - by Cameron Brandt, p3
Investors pulled money out of US Bond Funds for only the 6th time year-to-
date, extending Europe Bond Funds’ longest outflow streak since 4Q16,
hitting Municipal Bond Funds with their biggest redemptions in over five
months and adding to Europe Equity Funds dismal run.

Politics Continues To Dominate - by Marcus Dewsnap, p4
Trade tariffs remain high on the list, but Italian Budget issues will continue
to roil BTPs and wider EMU assets. The correlation between the Euro and
the BTP-Bund Spread is evident.

The Gbp Week - Bias is Bearish – Tony Nyman & Ed Blake, p5-6
However, all things BREXIT yet again the main driver and weight for Cable
below new tops at 1.3218 and 1.3298 and will be a huge focus this week too
given it's Cons Party Conference time.

Will Brazil Swing Left Or Right? - Christopher Shiells & Natalie Rivett, p7-8
The last crucial risk event hanging over investors this year is imminent. The
Brazilian presidential election is one week out and still shrouded in
uncertainty with no clear-cut favourite to win.

The Cad Week - Bias is Bullish – by Tony Nyman & Ed Blake, p9-10
Positive Canada Data is expected Friday via September employment change, 
a 30.0k median.
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The fourth week of September ended with the US Federal Reserve hiking
the range for its benchmark interest rate to 2%-2.25% while speculation
mounted that Italy’s coalition government will submit a 2019 budget
that pushes the fiscal deficit into that range (it was eventually 2.4%).
Investors responded by pulling money out of US Bond Funds for only the
6th time year-to-date, extending Europe Bond Funds’ longest outflow
streak since 4Q16, hitting Municipal Bond Funds with their biggest
redemptions in over five months and adding to Europe Equity Funds
dismal run.

Also weighing on the major Europe fund groups is the impending end of
the European Central Bank’s asset buying program (reinvestments will
continue), currently slated to stop by the New Year, and the political
headwinds buffeting reformist French President Emmanuel Macron and
long serving German Chancellor Angela Merkel.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Bond Funds experienced net redemptions of over
$4.5 billion during the week ending Sept. 26 and Equity Funds $3.2
billion while Money Market Funds took in just over $8 billion. With
investors in a cautious mood and flows for a number of asset classes
being driven by a handful of large ETFs, fund managers are again
nudging cash allocations higher.

While strategically cautious, investors are showing some willingness to
revisit asset classes such as emerging markets debt, alternatives and
Indonesian equity that have struggled in recent weeks. Emerging
Markets Bond Funds recorded their biggest inflow since early July,
Frontier Markets Equity Funds saw their 16-week outflow streak come to
an end and flows into Indonesia Equity Funds climbed to a 35-week high.

EPFR-tracked Healthcare/Biotechnology Sector Funds posted their
biggest inflow since mid-4Q16 and Telecom Sector Funds attracted
record-setting amounts of fresh money during the fourth week of
September while redemptions from Technology Sector Funds hit levels
last seen in early February. The well-telegraphed US rate hike, the
impending third quarter corporate earnings season and the US mid-term

elections that are now less than six weeks away prompted sector-
oriented investors to rotate their cash, often by way of the major index
funds within a given fund group.

Flows to Telecom Sector Funds were boosted by the high-profile bidding
war – settled by auction – between Fox and Comcast over UK
broadcaster Sky and by the rotation of money out of broader Technology
Funds to ones with the new communication services mandates.

The surging investor flows to Healthcare/Biotechnology Sector Funds are
mirrored by rising fund manager allocations to the sector. The average
weighting for healthcare stocks among Global, Japan and US Equity
Funds has climbed to 23, 24 and 36-month highs respectively. Flows to
Biotechnology Funds accounted for around a third of the latest week’s
headline number and were the largest since November 2016.

Know The Flows - Central Banks And European Politics Keep Investors On Edge In Late September
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Politics will continue to dominate. Trade tariffs remain high on the list,
but Italian Budget issues will continue to roil BTPs and wider EMU assets.
The correlation between the Euro and the BTP-Bund Spread is evident.

Details of the Budget are lacking, aside from the proposed 2.4%/GDP
deficit, hence BTP and spread volatility is almost a given.

Unicredit note:

‘The short end is likely to be under more intense pressure. The extent of
bear flattening will depend on how strong the confrontation with the EU
becomes. A significant bear flattening would require a return to the
discussion of redenomination risk.’

Currently, this is a relatively localized issue, but if redenomination risk
becomes elevated, contagion is more likely.

The UK ruling Party holds its annual conference (to-Wednesday). This
promises to be an explosive and acrimonious affair with the
Conservatives divided over … BREXIT in particular. PM May makes her
keynote speech (Wednesday), presumably to defend her Chequers or
no-deal line. 6-month EURGBP 25D RISK REVERSALS, which now cover
the end of March, have shot-up recently (i.e. Pound negative), although
remain significantly below that at the time of the 2016 Brexit vote. GBP
is still in the markets’ crosshairs.

Politics Continues To Dominate
By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Analyst/Editor Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ G10 Week Ahead. For the full article, please click HERE.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/105018/IGM_Weekly_-_28_September_2018.pdf
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Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.2925/1.3125.

Cont. Page 6

The Gbp Week - Bias is Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Ed Blake, Chief, European FI Technical Analysis Back to Index Page
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A bumper 53.8 UK manufacturing PMI vs the 52.5 forecast and revised
firmer 53.0 last (52.8).

Even Aug net Gilt purchases were supportive Gbp 14.5bn vs -Gbp 17.2bn
last.

Data would be a relative prop for the Pound given recent highs of the Citi
UK economic surprise index (Sep 25.5 highs), as we look to the other
PMIs through the course of the week .

BoE speak is plentiful too, with Tenreyro today and Haldane and Haskel
Tue.

However, all things BREXIT yet again the main driver and weight for
Cable below new tops at 1.3218 and 1.3298 and will be a huge focus this
week too given it's Cons Party Conference time.

PM May, who speaks Wed, is yet again, under huge pressure even
though an ex CBI head dismissed rival Johnson as irrelevant in backlash
over Brexit criticism. Sure to garner attention this week is the fact that
the Pound has traded with a negative bias around the last two Tory
conferences and has fallen around 1.0% after May's previous speeches.
Ouch! Third time lucky or a hat-trick?

Some firms are not positive:

• BMO - Thanks to European head of currency strategy Stephen Gallo
who tells us he sees 1.20 in six months as the “odds of a 'cliff-edge
Brexit' will increase measurably before a withdrawal agreement takes
shape.

• NORDEA - Reverse Eur/Gbp position to long and target 0.9050 in 1-2
weeks, citing May conference, noting has every incentive to sound
like a Brexit-hawk to gather internal support.

The No-Deal scenario refuses to go away, as Labour apparently move 
5.0% ahead at 40% vs 35% in polls (BMG/HuffPost).

• Extends the decline from 1.3298 (20 September recovery high) via 
last Wednesday's 1.3218 reaction high to expose 1.2897 (10 
September low, near a seven-week rising trendline).

• With daily studies deteriorating, an eventual downside break would 
suggest a resumption of the 5-1/2 month downtrend targeting 
1.2786 (5 September low).

• Bulls need to regain 1.3218 (26 September high) to avert and re-open 
1.3298 and 1.3317 (38.2% retrace of 1.4377/1.2662 fall).

The Gbp Week - Bias is Bearish … Continued
Back to Index Page

RISK: US data and potential Usd losses on a negative Florence effect. What about some broad Cons
reconciliation and unity at the conference given the seriousness of the situation? The Pound could fly
after, but yes very doubtful.
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The last crucial risk event hanging over investors this year is imminent.
The Brazilian presidential election is one week out and still shrouded in
uncertainty with no clear-cut favourite to win.

There are five candidates in the running for President, but none of them
have enough support to win the first-round on October 7th with a
majority vote. This means a run-off vote on October 28th appears
inevitable with the polls suggesting that - amid years of corruption and
rising crime - the electorate is gravitating away from the centrists to the
opposite ends of the political spectrum in search of change. The result
is the most divisive campaign in over three decades.

Election uncertainty has exacerbated the impact of the EM-wide sell-off,
adding extra weight on the Brazilian Real and leaving it circa 17% lower
vs the USD year-to-date - the third worst performance of all EM
currencies.

From a macro perspective, a lot hangs in the balance for the outcome of
this election. Investors are nervous that voters could elect a President
who is unwilling or unable to move forward on politically difficult but
important economic reforms. Specifically, a complete overhaul of the
country’s over-generous pension system is required to rein in Brazil’s
runaway budget deficit.

Voting intentions

The chart shows the most recent first round voting intentions for the five
leading presidential candidates from polls released by Ibope and
Datafolha over the past few weeks.

Far-right candidate, Bolsonaro, has consistently led the polls in a first
round vote scenario and has seen an increase in support since his near-
fatal stabbing in early September. However, he is still struggling in a
second round-vote, losing to virtually all other candidates (bar Silva),
according to the latest Ibope poll (September 26).

Brazilian voters ultimately look set to be faced with a choice between
the far left and the far right, as since taking over as Lula’s replacement
for the Workers’ Party, Haddad has been fast gaining ground in a first
round scenario.

The polls thus suggest that Lula has managed to transfer some of his
support to his replacement. Although Haddad is not liked by the
market, he faces a much lower rejection rate than Bolsonaro (30% vs
46%, per Ibope) who is a deeply polarising figure and known for making
offensive sexist, racial and homophobic remarks that risk losing him the
backing of many voters.

Cont. Page 8

Will Brazil Swing Left Or Right?
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst, Emerging Markets and Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Markets Analyst Back to Index Page

• Bolsonaro-Haddad (38% to 42%)
• Bolsonaro-Gomes (35% to 44%)
• Bolsonaro-Alckmin (36% to 40%)
• Bolsonaro-Silva (40% to 38%)

This is an excerpt from the Brazil 2018 Election Special. For the full article, please click HERE.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://www.informagm.com/stories/1422129
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What does the run-off mean for Brazilian markets?

Based on the polls, a run-off vote looks unavoidable and in this instance
we do not see much reaction from the market, unless in a shock result
Bolsonaro and/or Haddad miss out on the run-off.

In the event both candidates make it to the second vote three weeks
later, as would appear likely, the most favourable scenario for the
market would be for Bolsonaro to beat Haddad. The polls have yet to
show this happening - he is seen either losing to, or tying with Haddad.

However, whilst for the past week USD/BRL had been favouring the mid-
lower end of its wide 4.0500-4.2000 range, in place since mid-August, in
recent sessions it has broken lower to trade sub-4.0000. This is largely
due to a broader improvement in EM sentiment, which has seen a strong
bounce in higher-yielding EM currencies

We still believe there will be a knee-jerk positive reaction from Brazilian
markets to a Bolsonaro victory, and a negative reaction to a Haddad win.
Yet, in the event of a Bolsonaro win this would probably be more of a
relief rally than anything else, as even in the very optimistic scenario he
is elected as president and cedes economic policy to Paulo Guedes, who
intends to reform social security, privatise assets and shrink state debt, it
is not guaranteed he would garner the necessary support in Congress.

The worst-case scenario would be if Haddad were to win and reinforce
his aggressive campaign rhetoric. However, there may be some hope
that, much like when his mentor Lula was elected as president in 2002,
he will adopt some market friendly policies, and pursue a more fiscally
responsible economic agenda. Haddad’s supporters argue he has stuck
to orthodox economic policies; as Sao Paulo mayor he kept the books
balanced and secured an investment grade rating. It may be the case
that he picks a pro-market Finance Minister.

A look at Mexico – the worst-case scenario was not that bad

We have argued before the outcome of the Brazilian election could

ultimately follow that of Mexico's in July, although there is a lot more
uncertainty around the result than there was in the run up to the
Mexican vote, when Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (AMLO) was the
clear favourite. For Mexican investors, the thought of a victory for left-
wing candidate AMLO was worrying and in the lead up this contributed
to the MXN's 15% decline vs the USD from mid-April to mid-June.

However, in the month running up to the election and since AMLO's
victory, Mexican assets rallied. This shows how certainty over the
outcome (whatever it may be) is welcomed by markets and the fact that
AMLO has said and done all the right things to calm markets since his
victory.

We expect that after initial volatility, there will be a Mexican-esque rally
in Brazilian markets once the election has passed (post second round
vote), regardless of who wins, with USD/BRL to stage a more convincing
break under the 4 handle in due course. The market may just need more
convincing from Haddad if he is elected, but we expect any interim
USD/BRL upside to be limited beyond 4.2000, particularly with short USD
bets a crowed trade.

Will Brazil Swing Left Or Right? … Continued
Back to Index Page

.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
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Expected Usd/Cad trading range is 1.2725/1.2875.

Cont. Page 10

The Cad Week - Bias is Bullish
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Ed Blake, Chief, European FI Technical Analysis Back to Index Page
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Positive Canada data is expected Friday via September employment
change, a 30.0k median.

M&A, Shell and partners is reportedly set to announce a new Cad 40bn
LNG Canada investment.

A new NAFTA deal is said to be agreed in the form of the USMCA.
Compromise/wins are said to have been seen both sides:

• Canada opens dairy market to US competition (win for US)

• Canada agreed to scrap Ch 7 on milk pricing (huge win for US)

• Dispute process (Ch 19) intact (huge win for Can)

• Procurement process unchanged (big win for Can)

If confirmed/signed this should give the Cad a broad real shot in the arm,
particularly as arguably, the Loonie is still an underperformer in 2018
given the two BoC interest rate hikes (0.50% total) and the near 25% rise
in oil's value in 2018 so far. NAFTA worries (could) have been holding the
Loonie back. Will a deal be the catalyst into year-end and sub-1.25 even?

• Extends the current three-month decline via last Thursday's 1.3082
lower high to probe strong support at 1.2813/19 (three-month falling
channel low and 50% retrace of 1.2251/1.3386 rally).

• Deteriorating daily/weekly studies suggest risk to 1.2685/1.2730 zone
(61.8% of 1.2251/1.3386 and 11 May low), below which exposes
1.2519/28 (76.4% retrace and 17 April higher low).

• Bulls would need to close the gap down from last Friday's 1.2907 low
to offer relief but last Thursday's 1.3082 lower high should cap
subsequent gains.

The Cad Week - Bias is Bullish … Continued
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Ed Blake, Chief, European FI Technical Analysis Back to Index Page

RISK: This is Trump remember. Will there be a last minute hitch? Have
the wins/losses in the USMCA for Canada been fully totted up yet? US
data and potential Dollar negative Hurricane Florence impact.
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As per the local newswires, the Guangdong government has formulated
an opinion on the amendments to the pre-sale system of residential
housing, which will be submitted to the Ministry of Housing and Urban-
Rural Development or MOHURD on 25 September. Specifically, the
Guangdong government suggests that the pre-sale system should be
gradually cancelled. The notice added that MOHURD had previously
already required the Guangdong, Hubei, Sichuan, Jiangsu, Henan and
Liaoning provinces to evaluate the feasibility of amending or abolishing
the pre-sale system.

Given the large drag this change could create on real estate investment
spending, we don't think a ban on presales nationwide is likely, but
selected provinces/cities, such as Guangdong, could tighten presale rules
to help cool off local property prices.

If implemented, developers with a fast asset turn model and high leverage
could be hurt the most, which include Vanke and Country Garden (chart
1). Coincidentally, these two names are also among the largest 5
landbank holders in Guangdong (chart 2).

A tightening of the rules on presales can slow property developers' land
acquisition to a certain extent and as a result cool down the land purchase
prices and property prices. However, developers' project IRR would be
hurt because of the delay of cash inflows. Meanwhile, sales growth and
ROA would be dragged down too since developers would be unable to use
the presale deposits to quickly return invested capital for other projects.

It is too early to say how much the sector will be impacted if pre-sales are
really banned or restricted in Guangdong. However, we think it is time to
be wary of a potential cashflow deterioration of names with huge
exposure to Guangdong.

Cont. Page 12

China Insight: Property Sector Set To Be Shaken If Pre-sales Are Restricted
By Tim Cheung Head of China and Riki Zhang EM Analyst Back to Index Page
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We here below list out the credit spreads of the property developers 
which are particularly active in Guangdong

China Insight: Property Sector Set To Be Shaken If Pre-sales Are Restricted … Continued
Back to Index Page
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Apart from the USD losses vs the (-0.8% already) CAD's reported USMCA
agreed inspired gains it's unsurprisingly been a slow start to the quarter.

• However, how does the Dollar generally tend to fare in the run-up to
year-end? Further, are there any G10s that seem to perform
particularly well/badly through Q4?

• In Q4 2017, it was a fairly mixed bag. The USD lost out to two
currencies -0.9% GBP and the -1.6% EUR. Elsewhere, there were USD
wins, from +0.2% YEN through to +1.5% NZD and +2.9% NOK.

• In 2016, it was BANG!! USD GAINS across the board and big ones,
from +2.3% CAD through to +6.0%-plus AUD and EUR, +7.6% NOK
and +13.4% YEN.

• In 2015, just USD losses vs the Antipodeans -3.8% AUD and -6.8% 
NZD. USD gains were made vs +0.3% YEN, between +2.6% and +2.9% 
vs Europeans GBP, EUR and CHF, +3.7% NOK and +3.8% CAD.

• In 2014, again USD GAINS across the board. From +0.1% NZD, 
between +3.6% and 3.9% CAD, GBP and CHF, +4.2% EUR. +6.5% AUD, 
+7.6% SEK, +8.5% YEN and +13.8% NOK. On the latter, can we say 
again?

• In Q4 2013, some semblance of a mixed performance. The USD lost 
out to the -1.3% CHF, -1.6% EUR and -2.3% GBP. USD gains 
everywhere else, vs +0.1% SEK, +0.9% NOK, +1.0% NZD, +3.0% CAD, 
+4.3% AUD and +6.7% YEN.

• In 2012, not so good for the USD, Losses included vs -0.9% SEK and 
between -2.5% and -2.9% down to EUR, CHF and wait for it NOK. Only 
USD upside was seen vs +0.2% NZD, +0.9% CAD and +10.1% YEN.

• In Q4 2011, another mixed bag. USD losses vs -0.2% YEN, -2.1% NZD, 
-2.8% CAD and -5.7% AUD. Only noteworthy USD gains drawn vs 
+1.8% NOK and +3.2% EUR and CHF.

Cont. Page 14

Seasonality in Q4?
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX Back to Index Page
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• In 2010, the USD was largely a loser in G10 land. Losses stacked up vs
-0.4% SEK, -0.9% NOK, -3.0% YEN, -3.1% CAD, -5.1% CHF and again
down vs the Antipodeans two -5.8% AUD and -6.3% NZD. USD gains
only made vs -0.7% GBP and -1.8% EUR

• In 2009, a mixed USD performance. Losses included vs -1.2% GBP, -
1.6% CAD and -1.7% AUD. USD gains eked out vs +0.4% NOK, +2.2%
EUR, +2.8% SEK and +3.6% YEN.

• Ten years ago in Q4, it was mostly big USD gains. Only USD losses
were seen vs the other safe havens -5.0% CHF and -17.1% YEN. Gains
were huge elsewhere after +0.9% EUR such as +11.3%-plus AUD and
SEK, +12.7% CAD, +13.5% NZD, +15.7% NOK and +18.0% GBP as risk
conditions plummeted following the collapse of Lehman Brothers.

• In 2007, a real mixed bag. Significant USD losses again vs -2.7% 
havens CHF and JPY and USD gains included vs +0.9% NOK, +1.4% 
AUD and +3.0% GBP.

• In 2006, arguably against trend mostly USD losses and some sizeable 
ones, ie -2.5% CHF, -4.1% EUR, -4.6% GBP, -4.8% NOK, -5.7% AUD, -
7.1% SEK and -7.8% NZD. Only USD wins were made against +0.7% 
YEN and +4.1% CAD.

• For good measure, in 2005 the only USD deficit was made vs -0.1%
CAD. USD gains everywhere else in G10 land included +2.9% NOK,
+3.6% YEN and +3.8% AUD

So, don't bet on sleepers into year-end. The USD tends to outperform
through Q4s and gains can be big, with consistent victims being YEN and
NOK.

Purely on the Q4 model (see graphic next page), we'll initiate a long
USD/NOK at current 8.1390 with a stop through 8.0375, with the 200-
dma at 8.0410/15 (risking -1.25%) for a return to the 8.3500 area
initially.

Cont. Page 15

Seasonality in Q4? Continued …
Back to Index Page

RISK: Sometimes, there is a lurch for havens and CHF and YEN gains. If
trade disputes deteriorate(but conditions have improved!?) we could
see a reach for them particularly in the even shorter Japanese market.
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Seasonality in Q4? Continued…
Back to Index Page
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• Extends recent yield strength from -0.655 (August low) to threaten 
key resistance at -0.473 (2018 high posted on 20 February)

• With studies building, a clearance would confirm new 2½ year highs 
and open the -0.436/-0.446 cluster

• Sustained yield strength would then expose 19-month rising channel 
resistance at -0.397

• Any near-term corrective dips should hold over -0.610/-0.554 (lows 
posted in September)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Watch for the yield to clear -0.473 and target a projection at -0.436, 
then 19-month channel resistance at -0.397. Place a protective stop 
under -0.610

Schatz Yield – Awaits A Break Over -0.473 Targeting -0.436/-0.397
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 -0.322 30 December 2015 lower high, also equality projection of -0.958/-0.473 from -0.807 
R4 -0.368 12 January 2016 high 
R3 -0.397 19-month rising channel resistance 
R2 -0.436 .764 projection of -0.958/-0.473 from -0.807, near 10 March 2016 lower high at -0.446 
R1 -0.473 2018 peak – 20 February, near 2 August high at -0.488 

Support Levels 

S1 -0.554 13 September 2018 low, near 21 September low at -0.541 
S2 -0.610 3 September 2018 minor higher low 
S3 -0.655 13 August 2018 low 
S4 -0.683 2 July 2018 low 
S5 -0.765 19-month rising channel support 
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• Formed a multi-month double bottom over the August/May 
(124.91/124.62) lows

• The weekly MACD is heading back into positive territory following its 
earlier bullish cross

• Above 133.49 will strengthen for 134.46 next ahead of a return to the 
137.50 peak in due course

• Supports at 131.15/130.87 and 130.10/129.98 underpin short-term 
momentum

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a re-test of 137.50. Place stop below 130.10/129.98.

EUR/JPY – Strengthens Over 124.91/124.63 Double Bottom
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 141.06 4 June 2015 high 
R4 139.00 21 August 2015 high 
R3 137.50 2 February 2018 high 
R2 134.46 76.4% of 137.50 – 124.62 fall 
R1 133.49 24 April 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 130.87 30 August 2018 high, near the 31 July 2018 high at 131.15 
S2 129.98 5 September 2018 high, near the 17 September 2018 low at 130.10 
S3 127.87 10 September 2018 low 
S4 126.08 20 August 2018 low 
S5 124.62 29 May 2018 low, near the 15 August 2018 low at 124.91 
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• Accelerated the fall from 1366/1365 (January/April 2018 peaks) 
through a major 13-year rising trendline at 1207 to reach 1160 (16 
August base)

• While following gains are capped at 1214 (near the 13-year 
trendline), weak studies suggest a downtrend resumption

• It is worth noting that over the past three years, Gold has 
deteriorated in Q4 and made a cyclical low each December

• A return below 1160 would expose the December 2016 low at 1122, 
possibly the December 2015 low at 1046

• Only a break back over 1214 (recent range high/13-year rising 
trendline) would offer relief to 1235/1265 (lower highs/Fibonacci 
retracements)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into any near-term rallies as we await a downtrend resumption 
targeting 1160 then 1122. Place a stop above recent range resistance at 
1214

Gold – Poised To Resume The Broader Downtrend
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1309.47 14 June 2018 high 
R4 1286.98 61.8% of 1366.15/1160.39 fall, nr 19 June 2018 high (1284.13) & 21 May 2018 low (1282.18) 
R3 1265.99 9 July 2018 high, near 50% retrace of 1366.15/1160.39 fall at 1262.81 
R2 1238.64 38.2% retrace of 1366.15/1160.39 fall, near 26 July 2018 high at 1235.23 
R1 1214.35 28 August 2018 high, near a 13yr rising trendline at 1214.62 

Support Levels 

S1 1160.39 2018 low – 16 August 
S2 1122.89 15 December 2016 key low 
S3 1071.57 14 January 2016 higher low 
S4 1046.44 2015 base – 3 December 
S5 1026.75 29 October 2009 higher low 
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